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Abstract In this paper, we introduce a new kind of wavelet which converges
in Lq to the Shannon wavelet as the order parameter n increases. In particular,
we shall give a symmetric orthogonal scaling function whose time-bandwidth
product is near 1=2 and describe some applications.
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1 Introduction
It is well known that the limit of the B-spline family is the Gaussian func-
tion, which achieves the smallest time-bandwidth product permitted by the
uncertainty principle, i.e., 1=2 (see [10] and [12]). The B-spline and the Gaus-
sian function are not orthogonal to their translates. There are various types of
orthogonal wavelet with order parameters, e.g., the Battle{Lemarie wavelet,
Daubechies wavelet, and Stromberg wavelet (see [1], [2], [9], and [11]). In par-
ticular, [7] showed that the Battle{Lemarie wavelet of order n converges to
the Shannon wavelet as n tends to innity. Let us denote the Battle{Lemarie
low pass lter, the scaling function, and the wavelet by mBLn (), '
BL
n (x), and
 BLn (x), respectively. This family of the Battle{Lemarie wavelet interpolates
the (non-smooth) Haar wavelet which has the best localization in time, and
the (smooth) Shannon wavelet which has the best localization in frequency.
For some applications, the order parameter n enables control of the smooth-
ness and the proportion between the time window and the frequency window.
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On the other hand, the Daubechies wavelet of order n does not converge to the
Shannon wavelet as n tends to innity. The asymptotic behavior of Daubechies
lters is studied in [6].
First, we shall introduce another family of wavelets interpolating from the
Haar wavelet to the Shannon wavelet. In this paper, the low pass lter of the
Haar wavelet mBL1 () is denoted also by m
H
1 () and given by
mH1 ()

 mBL1 ()

= e i=2 cos

2
:
mH1 () is 2-periodic due to the multiplication by e
 i=2. We immediately see
thatmH1 (0) = 1 and jmH1 ()j2+jmH1 (+)j2 = 1. Then we also get the Fourier
transform of the scaling function '^H1 () =
Q1
j=1 e
 i=2j+1Q1
j=1 cos

2j+1 =
e i=2sinc 2 , where sinc  =
sin 
 . Now, let us put
n() =
8<: 0 for  < 0;pn() for 0    1;
1 for  > 1;
(1)
where pn() is a polynomial of degree 2n+ 1 satisfying pn() + pn(1  )  1
and pn(0) = 0, e.g.,
R x
0
tn(1 t)ndtR 1
0
tn(1 t)ndt . Then, by neglecting e
 i=2 and replacing 2
by 2 n
 
3
 jj   1

in the argument of the cosine term of mH1 (), one gets
mMn () = cos

2
n
 3

jj   1

:
The Meyer wavelet family is constructed from mMn () (n  1), and its Fourier
transform belongs to Cn due to the irregularity of (1) at the points  = 0; 1.
This causes polynomial decay of the Meyer wavelet at 1.
Remark 1 One can nd a Gevrey function p1 such that 1 is also a Gevrey
function. Then, the Meyer wavelet would have arbitrary polynomial decay.
However, there does not exist any analytic function p1 such that 1 is also
analytic. Therefore in this construction with (1), it is impossible to have ex-
ponential decay.
In the present paper, we shall replace 2 by

2 sin
2 
2 in the argument of the
cosine term of mH1 () and dene
mH2 () = cos

2
sin2

2

:
Here we remark that mH2 () is 2-periodic and satises m
H
2 (0) = 1 and
jmH2 ()j2 + jmH2 ( + )j2 = 1, since
mH2 ( + ) = cos

2
cos2

2

= cos

2
  
2
sin2

2

= sin

2
sin2

2

:
To construct a new wavelet family, let us consider n() given recursively by
1() =

2
and n() =

2
sin2n 1() for n  2: (2)
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Remark 2 For n  1 we see that n(0) = 0, n
 

2

= 4 and n() =

2 hold.
We also dene the 2-periodic function
mHn () = cosn() for n  2: (3)
mHn () satises m
H
n (0) = 1. Noting that m
H
n ( + ) = sinn() still holds,
we can obtain jmHn ()j2 + jmHn ( + )j2 = 1. Therefore, since clearly mHn is
dierentiable, we nd that
Q1
j=1m
H
n
 
2 j

converges uniformly on bounded
sets of R (see [5]). Thus, we can dene 'Hn (x) by
'^Hn () =
1Y
j=1
mHn
 
2 j

: (4)
2 Main Results
Denoting as mSH1 () the low pass lter of the Shannon wavelet, i.e., the 2-
periodic function dened by
mSH1 () =
(
1 for jj  2 ;
0 for 2 < jj  ;
we get the following properties for mHn (), dened in (3):
Proposition 1 mHn () satises that for all n  1,
mHn () 6= 0 for jj 

2
; (5)
and
lim
n!1m
H
n () = m
SH
1 () for  2 Rn
n
Z+

2
o
: (6)
By (5), it follows that mHn () is the low pass lter for an MRA (see [5]).
This means that  Hn (x) can be dened by its Fourier transform
 ^Hn () = e
i=2mHn

2
+ 

'^Hn

2

:
By (6), the scaling function 'Hn and wavelet  
H
n also converge to the Shannon
scaling function 'SH1 and wavelet  
SH
1 as the order parameter n increases.
More precisely, we can prove the following:
Theorem 1 For 2  q  1, we have
lim
n!1
'Hn   'SH1 Lq = 0 and limn!1  Hn    SH1 Lq = 0:
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Fig. 1 Graphs of mH2 , m
H
3 , m
H
5 , and m
SH1 .
The proofs of Proposition 1 and Theorem 1 will be given in x4 and x5,
respectively. In [7] one can see the corresponding results for the Battle{Lemarie
scaling function and wavelet.
'SH1 and  
SH
1 have polynomial decay and belong to C
1(Rx), since 'SH1 (x) =
sinc(x) and  SH1 (x) = 2sinc(2x)  sinc(x). In particular, for case n = 2,
'^Hn can be rewritten as
'^H2 () =
1Y
j=1
cos

2
sin2
 
2j+1

=
1Y
j=1
sin

2
cos2
 
2j+1

=
1Y
j=1
cos2
 
2j+1
 1Y
j=1
n
2
sinc

2
cos2
 
2j+1
o
= sinc2

2
1Y
j=1
L
 
2j

;
where L() = 2 sinc
 

2 cos
2 
2

. We remark that L(+ i) is an entire function
satisfying L(0) = 1. By continuity, there exists C > 0 such that
jL( + i)j  1 + Cj + ij in some neighborhood of the origin. (7)
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Since jL()j  2 for  2 R, for all " > 0 there exists  > 0 such that for all 
with 0 < jj < , we have
jL( + i)j 

2
1+"
: (8)
We note that L() is 2-periodic and sup
2R
 = max
02
 > 0. So, we can take
 = max
02
 > 0 which is independent of . For arbitrarily xed J > 0,
taking  such that max
1jJ
 
2j
 < , i.e., jj < 2, by (7) and (8), we get for
2J  j + ij  2J+1
'^H2 ( + i) = sinc + i2 2
JY
j=1
L + i
2j
 1Y
j=J+1
L + i
2j


 sin  +i2   +i
2
 2
2
J(1+") 1Y
j=J+1
n
1 + C
 + i
2j
o
 Cj + ij2 + 12
J(1+") log2

2
1Y
j=J+1
exp
n
C
 + i
2j
o
 Cj + ij2 + 1 j + ij
(1+") log2

2 exp
n 1X
j=0
C
2j
o
 Ce2C
 jj+ jj+ 1q" ;
where q" = (1 + ") log2

2   2 and C = 4 cosh , since
 sin +i2 2 = sin 2 cosh2 + i cos 2 sinh22  cosh2 2 + sinh2 2 = cosh .
For j+ ij  1, we easily see that '^H2 (+ i)  C 0. Thus, it follows that for
 2 R and jj < 2 '^H2 ( + i) M jj+ jj+ 1q" ; (9)
where M = Ce
2C + C 0. The exponent q" becomes negative for a suciently
small " > 0. Thus, by the Paley{Wiener theorem, we conclude the following
two facts (see [8]):
{ 'H2 has exponential decay, since '^
H
2 is analytic in a strip f + i : jj < ~g
for some ~.
{ 'H2 belongs to C
2(Rx) for some 2 > 0 (the estimate (9) with  = 0).
Remark 3 Since mHn 2 C1, we can at least expect that 'Hn has arbitrary
polynomial decay for all n  2 .
Moreover, we can know the decays and regularities of 'Hn and  
H
n (n  2)
as follows:
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Theorem 2 Let n  2. The scaling function 'Hn and wavelet  Hn have ex-
ponential decays and belong to Cn(Rx) for some n > 0 increasing in the
parameter n.
Above, we proved Theorem 2 only for n = 2. The case of n  2 will be
proved in x7. In fact, we obtain a more rened estimate than (9) in x6 and a
better n > 0 is given in Table 1. We also give the time-bandwidth product
ff^ of the scaling function and wavelet in Table 2, where f is dened by
f :=
nR1
 1(x  x0)2jf(x)j2dxR1
 1 jf(x)j2dx
o1=2
with x0 :=
R1
 1 xjf(x)j2dxR1
 1 jf(x)j2dx
:
By the uncertainty principle, the lower bound is 1=2. 'H3 '^H3 seems very
good compared with some other famous scaling functions, given in Table 3.
Table 1 Regularities of 'Hn and  
H
n .
n 2 3 4 5 6
n 0:386 1:133 2:616 5:580 11:508
Table 2 Time-bandwidth products of the scaling function and wavelet.
n 2 3 4 5 6
'Hn
'^Hn
0:926 0:669 0:772 0:947 1:177
 Hn
 ^Hn
2:603 2:136 2:500 3:069 5:393
Table 3 Time-bandwidth products of the Battle{Lemarie, Meyer, and Daubechies scaling
functions.
n 1 2 3 4 5
'BLn
'^BLn
1 0:686 0:741 0:837 0:928
'Mn
'^Mn
0:810 0:875 0:949 1:012 1:065
'Dn
'^Dn
1 1:057 0:828 0:849 0:984
In conclusion, we observe that '(x) dened by
'^() =
1Y
j=1
cos


2
sin2


2
sin2

2j+1

is dierentiable in x and satises ''^ = 0:669 which is close to 1=2.
3 Some Generalizations
In the previous section, starting from the Haar wavelet and using the recursion
(2), we constructed a new family of wavelets. A similar procedure can also be
carried out for other orthonormal wavelets. For instance, we shall start from
the Franklin wavelet as follows:
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Fig. 2 Graphs of 'H2 , '
H
3 , '
H
5 and '
SH1 .
1. The low pass lter of the Franklin waveletmBL2 () is also denoted bym
F
1 ()
and given by
mF1 ()

 mBL2 ()

= cos2

2
vuut 2 cos2 2 + 1
8 cos4 2   8 cos2 2 + 3
:
2. We replace 2 by n() and dene
mFn () = cos
2n()
s
2 cos2n() + 1
8 cos4n()  8 cos2n() + 3
= cos2n()
s
2 + cos (2n())
2 + cos (4n())
:
3. The scaling function 'Fn (x) and wavelet  
F
n (x) are dened by
'^Fn () =
1Y
j=1
mFn
 
2 j

and  ^Fn () = e
i=2mFn

2
+ 

'^Fn

2

:
More generally, we know the following:
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Proposition 2 Let  be an MRA wavelet. Suppose that a low pass lter m
associated with the scaling function ' has real Fourier coecients. If j'(x)j,
j (x)j  C(1 + jxj) 1 ", then we have the following two facts:
(i) mn dened by
mn() = m

2n()

satises mn(0) = 1 and jmn()j2 + jmn( + )j2 = 1.
(ii) 'n(x) dened by '^n() =
Q1
j=1mn(2
 j) belongs to Cn for some n
increasing in the parameter n.
Hence, we can construct new families by changing the starting wavelets
(e.g. the Daubechies wavelet, Stromberg wavelet, etc.).
Remark 4 If we started from the Shannon wavelet, we would have mSHn () 
mSH1 (), '
SH
n (x)  'SH1 (x) and  SHn (x)   SH1 (x) for all n  1.
As for the family constructed from the Franklin wavelet, we also get the
following:
Theorem 3 For 2  q  1,
lim
n!1
'Fn   'SH1 Lq = 0 and limn!1  Fn    SH1 Lq = 0:
Theorem 4 Let n  2. The scaling function 'Fn and wavelet  Fn have ex-
ponential decays and belong to Cn(Rx) for some n > 0 increasing in the
parameter n.
Table 4 Regularities of 'Fn and  
F
n .
n 2 3 4 5 6
n 1:175 2:569 5:358 10:934 22:086
Proposition 2 will be proved in x7, and a sketch of the proofs of Theorems
3 and 4 will be given in x8. Furthermore, we shall present a full generalization
of our construction. For this purpose, let us assume that low pass lters have
real Fourier coecients as in Proposition 2. We have constructed families of
Haar type and Franklin type by composing 2n() with low pass lters. In
the substitution for 2n(), we may also use a real-valued function () such
that
1. (0) = 0, 
 

2

= 2 , and () = .
2. 0 < () <  for 0 <  < 2 and  < () <  for

2 <  < .
3. () + ( + ) = .
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A typical example of  is given by jm0( + )j2 with a low pass lter m0.
Then, with another low pass lter m, we consider the function m(()), which
is 2-periodic and satises m((0)) = m(0) = 0. Moreover, we can easily
verify that jm(())j2 + jm(( + ))j2 =  in the same way as will be shown
in x7. Thus, the function m(()) is also a low pass lter. So, it is possible to
produce other types of lters by mixing some 's.
Example 1 The original Haar lter mH() is e i

2 cos 2 . Let us denote the
(modied) Haar-type lter cos =2 by m
~H(), where the multiplication by
e i=2 has been neglected as in x1. The functions 's corresponding to Haar,
Franklin, and Daubechies are dened respectively by
 ~H() (= H()) = 
m ~H( + )2 =  sin2 
2
;
F () = 
mF ( + )2 =  sin4
2

2  cos 
2 + cos 2
;
D() = 
mD( + )2 =  sin4
2

(2 + cos ):
Using these various 's, we are able to produce other types of scaling functions,
for instance,
'^
~H
D() =
1Y
j=1
m
~H
D
 
2 j

with m
~H
D() = m
~H(D());
'^FDD() =
1Y
j=1
mFDD
 
2 j

with mFDD() = m
F
 
D(D())

;
'^
~H
D ~HF
() =
1Y
j=1
m
~H
D ~HF
 
2 j

with m
~H
D ~HF
() = m
~H

D
 
 ~H(F ())

:
Remark 5 For D and H , we have two lters mD ~H() = m
 
D( ~H())

and
m ~HD() = m
 
 ~H(D())

with some lter m. In general, D and  ~H are not
commutable, that is, mD ~H 6= m ~HD.
We note that m
~H itself is not a low pass lter, since m
~H is not 2-periodic.
But, m
~H
D is 2-periodic and becomes a low pass lter thanks to composition
with D(). Using the above notation, we can also denote '
H
3 in x1 by ' ~H~H ~H ,
whose time-bandwidth product is 0:669. In particular, we observe that '
~H
D
dened by
'^
~H
D() =
1Y
j=1
cos


2
sin4

2j+1

2 + cos

2j

is dierentiable and has exponential decay, and that its time-bandwidth prod-
uct is 0:667, which is the best result as far as we know. We also remark that
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Fig. 3 Graphs of low pass lters and scaling functions.
wavelet families made by repeatedly composing 's would converge to the
Shannon wavelet.
The Haar and Shannon scaling functions have polynomial decay of degree
1 in R and Rx, respectively. Therefore, these two scaling functions would not
be suitable for approximating functions which decay faster both in R and
Rx. Finally, let us introduce such examples of application with our scaling
functions. Table 5 shows some numerical results with a relative approximation
error at level 3 for f(x)
kf   PV3fkL2
kfkL2 =
s
1  kPV3fk
2
L2
kfk2L2
=
s
1 
P
k2Z jhf; '3;kij2
kfk2L2
;
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Table 5 Approximation errors.
kf   PV3fkL2=kfkL2
f Haar Shannon Daubechies Meyer '
~H
D
(1 jxj1=2)2[ 1;1] 0:198 0:0951 0:108 0:0829 0:0584
(1 jxj)[ 1;1] 0:0625 0:00767 0:0525 0:0110 0:00281
where '3;k(x) = 2
3=2'(23x  k). We nd that ' ~HD having the time-bandwidth
product 0:667 gives the best approximation to the above continuous functions
with compact support.
4 Proof of Proposition 1
We shall show the pointwise convergence in (6). For  = 0, , we can easily
see that mHn (0) = m
SH
1 (0) = 1; m
H
n () = m
SH
1 () = 0. Since m
H
n is even and
2-periodic, it is enough to consider the two cases 0 <  < 2 and

2 <  < .
Dene the function f() =  sin
2 
2 for 0    4 . Noting that f
 

4

= 1
and f 0() =  sin (2 cos  sin )22 > 0 for 0    4 , we nd that f() is strictly
increasing on [0; 4 ] and f() < 1. For the case 0 <  <

2 , we have
0 < 1() <

4
and
0 < 2()

=

2
sin21()

< 1() <

4
:
Recursively, for n  1, we have
0 < n()

=

2
sin2n 1()

< n 1() <

4
:
Let us x 0 <  < 2 . We remark that
0 < n < n 1 <    < 1 < 
4
; (10)
since f(n 1) = nn 1 < 1. In particular, there exists a constant a > 0 such
that f(1) =
2
1
< a < 1. Therefore,
n
1
= f(n 1)f(n 2)    f(1) < f(1)n 1 < an 1:
Hence, we get 0 < n() < 1a
n 1 < 4 a
n 1 for 0 <  < 2 . Thus it follows
that limn!1n() = 0. Consequently, we have
lim
n!1
mHn () mSH1 () = lim
n!1 (1  cosn()) = 0:
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For the case 2 <  < , noting that m
H
n ( + ) = sinn() and 0 <
  +  < 2 , we obtain limn!1n(  + ) = 0 and also
lim
n!1
mHn () mSH1 () = lim
n!1m
H
n ( ) = lim
n!1 sinn(  + ) = 0:
Since n
 

2

= 4 and (10), we also obtain (5).
5 Proof of Theorem 1
It is sucient to give a proof only for the scaling functions. First, we shall
prove that for 1  p <1,
lim
n!1
'^Hn   '^SH1 Lp(R) = 0: (11)
Let us x  2 R. Then, for any " > 0, there exists J > 0 such that'^Hn ()  JY
j=1
mHn
 
2 j
 < "
3
and
'^SH1    JY
j=1
mSH1 (2
 j)
 < "
3
:
For a suciently large N = N(J) > 0, Proposition 1 gives that, for  2
RnSJj=1 2jZ+ 2	, JY
j=1
mHN
 
2 j
  JY
j=1
mSH1
 
2 j
 < "
3
:
Thus it follows that for  2 RnSJj=1 2jZ+ 2	'^HN ()  '^SH1 ()

'^HN ()  JY
j=1
mHN
 
2 j
+  JY
j=1
mHN
 
2 j
  JY
j=1
mSH1
 
2 j

+
 JY
j=1
mSH1
 
2 j
  '^SH1 ()
< ":
This implies that for almost all  2 R,
lim
n!1
'^Hn ()  '^SH1 () = 0:
From the proof of Theorem 2, we will nd that 'Hn (x) is smooth and
'^Hn ()p
is dominated by some integrable function for a suciently large n = n(p) > 0.
Therefore, the dominated convergence theorem proves (11).
Let us consider (11) especially for 1 < p  2. Taking 2  q <1 such that
1
p +
1
q = 1, by the Hausdor{Young inequality, we get
lim
n!1
'Hn   'SH1 Lq(R) = 0: 2
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6 Proof of Theorem 2
In order to know the decays and regularities, we shall rewrite (4) as follows:
Lemma 1 For n  2, mHn () can be rewritten as
mHn () =

2
2n 1 1
cos2
n 1 
2
n 1Y
k=1
sinc2
k 1 
2
cos2n k()

: (12)
Proof For n = 2, we obtain
mH2 () = cos2() = cos


2
sin2

2

= sin


2
cos2

2

=

2
cos2

2
sinc


2
cos2

2

:
We shall assume that (12) holds for n = N and show the n = N + 1 case.
Noting that N+1() = N ( sin
2 
2 ) and cos


2 sin
2 
2

= sin


2 cos
2 
2

, we
have
mHN+1()
= cosN

 sin2

2

= mHN

 sin2

2

=

2
2N 1 1
cos2
N 1


2
sin2

2
N 1Y
k=1
sinc2
k 1


2
cos2N k

 sin2

2

=

2
2N 1 1
sin2
N 1


2
cos2

2
N 1Y
k=1
sinc2
k 1
2
cos2N+1 k()

=

2
2N 1 1
2
cos2

2
2N 1
sinc2
N 1


2
cos2

2


N 1Y
k=1
sinc2
k 1
2
cos2N+1 k()

=

2
2N 1
cos2
N 
2
NY
k=1
sinc2
k 1
2
cos2N+1 k()

:
This proves (12). 2
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From Lemma 1, it follows that for n  2,
'^Hn () =
1Y
j=1
mHn


2j

=
1Y
j=1
(
2
2n 1 1
cos2
n 1


2j+1
 n 1Y
k=1
sinc2
k 1


2
cos2n k


2j
)
= sinc2
n 1


2
 1Y
j=1
LHn


2j

; (13)
where
LHn () =

2
2n 1 1 n 1Y
k=1
sinc2
k 1
2
cos2n k()

:
By LHn (0) = 1 and continuity, there exists C > 0 such that
jLHn ( + i)j  1 + Cj + ij in some neighborhood of the origin. (14)
While, since jLHn ()j 
 

2
2n 1 1
for  2 R, for all " > 0 there exists  > 0
such that for all  with 0 < jj < , we have
jLHn ( + i)j 

2
2n 1 1+"
: (15)
We note that LHn () is 2-periodic and sup
2R
 = max
02
 > 0. So, we can
take  = max02  > 0 which is independent of . For an arbitrary xed
J  1, taking  such that max
1jJ
 
2j
 < , i.e., jj < 2, by (14) and (15), we
get for 2J  j + ij  2J+1
'^Hn ( + i) = sinc + i2 2
n 1 JY
j=1
LHn  + i2j 
1Y
j=J+1
LHn  + i2j 

 sin  +i2   +i
2
 2n 1
2
J(2n 1 1+") 1Y
j=J+1
n
1 + C
 + i
2j
o
 Cn;j + ij2n 1 + 12
J(2n 1 1+") log2 2
1Y
j=J+1
exp
n
C
 + i
2j
o
 Cn;j + ij2n 1 + 1 j + ij
(2n 1 1+") log2 2 exp
n 1X
j=0
C
2j
o
 Cn;e2C
 jj+ jj+ 1qn;" ;
where qn;" = (2
n 1   1 + ") log2 2   2n 1 and Cn; = 22
n 1
(cosh )2
n 2
. For
j + ij  1 we easily see that '^Hn ( + i)  C 0. Thus, it follows that for
 2 R and jj < 2 '^Hn ( + i) Mn; jj+ jj+ 1qn;" ; (16)
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where Mn; = Cn;e
2C + C 0. The exponent qn;" becomes negative for a suf-
ciently small " > 0. Thus, by the Paley{Wiener theorem we conclude the
following two facts:
{ 'Hn has exponential decay, since '^
H
n is analytic in a strip f + i : jj < ~g
for some ~.
{ 'Hn belongs to C
n(Rx), where n = (2
n 1 1)  1  log2 2  (estimate (16)
with  = 0) which is increasing in the parameter n  2.
Remark 6 In the above computations, we took the constant Cn; > 0 such
that
Cn;  sup

2 sin + i2
2n 1  2 cosh22
n 1 
 22n 1

:
Hence, noting that qn;" >  2n 1, we would get
Cn;e
2C
 jj+ jj+ 1qn;"  C 2 cosh
2
2n 1 (jj+ jj+ 1)qn;"
 C
2 cosh
 

2

jj+ 1

2n 1
!1 (n!1);
here we used
 2 cosh( 2 )jj+1  > 1. This means that 'Hn (x) fails to decay exponen-
tially as n tends to innity. While, with small changes, we could also obtain a
rough estimate for  = 0'^Hn ()  C2 J2n 1 for 2J  jj  2J+1;
taking suciently small  > 0 and suciently large J  1. Hence, it follows
that '^Hn ()  C (jj+ 1) 2n 1 ;
where C > 0 is independent of n. This means that as n tends to innity, 'Hn (x)
becomes more regular.
Now we shall improve the value of n. For this purpose, we need the fol-
lowing lemma (see [2] ):
Lemma 2 Let M  1. Suppose that [ ; ] = D1 [D2 [    [DM , and there
exists q > 0 so that
jLHn ()j  q for  2 D1;
jLHn ()LHn (2)j  q2 for  2 D2;
... (17)
jLHn ()LHn (2)   LHn (2M 1)j  qM for  2 DM :
Then, it holds that
Q1j=1 L  2 j  C(1 + jj)K , where K = log q= log 2.
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For LH2 (), with M = 2 and q = L
H
2
 
2
3

we can prove the following:
Lemma 3
jLH2 ()j  LH2

2
3

for 0 < jj < 2
3
; (18)
jLH2 ()LH2 (2)j  LH2

2
3
2
for
2
3
< jj < : (19)
Proof Since LH2 () =

2 sinc


2 cos
2 
2

is increasing on

0; 23

, it is sucient
to show (19).
Let us dene g() = ~g(cos ), where ~g(!) = sinc


2
1+!2
2

sinc
 

2!
2

. We
remark that  1!  12 , 0  2 1+!
2
2  8 , and 8  2!2  2 for 23    .
By a simple calculation, we get jLH2 ()LH2 (2)j =
 

2
2
g() and
~g0(!) =
cos
 

2
1+!
2
 sinc  2 1+!2 

2
1+!
2

4
sinc

2
!2

+
cos
 

2!
2
 sinc  2!2

2!
2
! sinc


2
1 + !
2

= h


2
1 + !
2


4
sinc

2
!2

sinc


2
1 + !
2

+ h

2
!2

! sinc

2
!2

sinc


2
1 + !
2

;
where h() = cos  sinc sinc =
 cos  sin 
 sin  . Since h
0() = 12   1sin2  < 0 for 0 <  <

2 , h() is decreasing on

0; 2

, and by l'Ho^pital's rule, h(0) = lim!0 h() = 0.
Hence, we obtain
0  h


2
1 + !
2

 h

2
!2

: (20)
Since 0 < 4   ! for  1  !    12 , by (20) it holds that
h


2
1 + !
2


4
  h

2
!2

!: (21)
Multiplying (21) by sinc
 

2!
2

sinc
 

2
1+!
2

> 0 gives ~g0(!)  0 for  1  ! 
 12 , and we have for 23    ,
d
d
jLH2 ()LH2 (2)j =

2
2 d
d!
~g(!)
d!
d
=  

2
2
~g0(!) sin   0:
Therefore, jLH2 ()LH2 (2)j is decreasing on [ 23 ; ]. Since LH2
 
4
3

= LH2
 
2
3

,
it follows that jLH2 ()LH2 (2)j  jLH2
 
2
3

LH2
 
4
3
 j = LH2   23 2 = 2:343 for
2
3 ; 

. 2
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Thus, from Lemmas 2 and 3, it follows that
'^H2 ()  C(1 + jj) 2+logL
H
2 (2=3)= log 2;
and we have 2 = 1 logLH2 (2=3)= log 2 = 0:386. For 3  n  6, by numerical
computations, one can see that (19) also holds for 3  n  6.
Table 1 gives the value of n for 2  n  6.
7 Proof of Proposition 2
(i) Since m is a low pass lter with real Fourier coecients, we nd that
jm()j

=
qP
k2Z ake ik
P
k02Z ak0eik
0

is an even function. Noting that
n( + ) =

2  n(), we have
jmn( + )j =
m 2n( + ) = m    2n()
=
m 2n()   = m 2n() + :
Therefore, it follows that
jmn()j2 + jmn( + )j2 =
m 2n()2 + m 2n() + 2 = 1
and mn(0) = m (2n(0)) = m(0) = 1.
(ii) By the assumptions, m() can be factored as m() = cos

2
L(), where
L() is the 2-periodic continuous function (see [2]). Hence, we have
'^n() =
1Y
j=1
cosn(2
 j)
1Y
j=1
L
 
2n(2
 j)

= '^Hn ()
1Y
j=1
L
 
2n(2
 j)

:
Moreover, since L() is a 2-periodic continuous function, there exists a con-
stant C > 0 such that sup

L  n(2 j) < 2C . Here we remark that C is
independent of j  1 and n  2, since 0  n  2 . Then, in a similar manner
as in x6, we nd
1Y
j=1
L
 
2n(2
 j)

< C 0(1 + jj)C ":
Thus, from the proof of Theorem 2, it follows that
j'^n()j  C 00 (1 + jj)qn;"+C " :
Consequently, 'n 2 Cn , where n = maxf0; n   Cg is increasing in the
parameter n.
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8 Sketch of Proofs of Theorems 3 and 4
We shall devote ourselves only to the case of the scaling functions. To prove
Theorem 3, we need the corresponding result to Proposition 1 for the Franklin
wavelet,
lim
n!1m
F
n () = m
SH
1 () for  2 Rn
n
Z+

2
o
: (22)
For the case 0   < 2 , by limn!1n() = 0, we get
lim
n!1 jm
F
n () mSH1 ()j = lim
n!1
 
1  cos2n()
s
2 + cos (2n())
2 + cos (4n())
!
= 1  1
r
3
3
= 0:
For the case 2 <  < , we have
jmFn () mSH1 ()j = cos2n()
s
2 + cos (2n())
2 + cos (4n())

p
3 cos2n() =
p
3mHn ()
2:
Hence, by Proposition 1, we obtain limn!1 jmFn ()  mSH1 ()j = 0. Finally,
for the case  = , we can easily see that mFn () = m
SH
1 () = 1. Now, by the
same method as used in x5, we can prove Theorem 3.
Moreover, we can also verify that
'^Fn () = sinc
2


2
 1Y
j=1
LFn


2j

; (23)
where
LFn ()=

2
2(2n 1 1)s2+cos (2n())
2+cos (4n())
n 1Y
k=1
sinc2
k

2
cos2n k()

:
Furthermore, it follows that
sup

jLFn ()j  sup
0

2
2(2n 1 1)s 2 + cos()
2 + cos(2)
= 22
n (2n 1 2(2n 1 1) log2 2  log2 1:4355) 1 :
Here we used sup0
q
2+cos()
2+cos(2) = 1:4355. Then, in a similar manner as in
x6, we nd that 'Fn () has exponential decay and belongs to Cn(Rx), where
n = 2(2
n 1   1)(1  log2 2 ) + 1  log2 1:4355.
Table 4 gives the value of n for 2  n  6.
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